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Abstract The characterization of the conformational

properties of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), and

their interaction modes with physiological partners has

recently become a major research topic for understanding

biological function on the molecular level. Although mul-

tidimensional NMR spectroscopy is the technique of

choice for the study of IDPs at atomic resolution, the

intrinsically low resolution, and the large peak intensity

variations often observed in NMR spectra of IDPs call for

resolution- and sensitivity-optimized pulse schemes. We

present here a set of amide proton-detected 3D BEST-

TROSY correlation experiments that yield the required

sensitivity and spectral resolution for time-efficient

sequential resonance assignment of large IDPs. In addition,

we introduce two proline-edited 2D experiments that allow

unambiguous identification of residues adjacent to proline

that is one of the most abundant amino acids in IDPs. The

performance of these experiments, and the advantages of

BEST-TROSY pulse schemes are discussed and illustrated

for two IDPs of similar length (*270 residues) but with

different conformational sampling properties.

Keywords BEST � TROSY � IDP � Viral protein �
Amino-acid-type editing � Longitudinal-relaxation

enhancement

Introduction

The structure–function paradigm stating that a well-defined

structure is required for a protein’s function has been

challenged by the discovery of a large number of highly

flexible proteins or protein segments that exist as ensem-

bles of partly collapsed or extended structural conformers

in the cell and that are functional as such (Dunker et al.

2001; Tompa 2002; Wright and Dyson 1999; Uversky and

Dunker 2010). Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or

protein regions (IDRs) have been shown to play important

roles in regulatory and signaling processes where the

structural flexibility allows the protein to adapt to and

interact with a large number of distinct molecular partners

(Tompa 2012). Similarly, structural disorder is also abun-

dant in viral proteins (Davey et al. 2011; Xue et al. 2010).

Viruses are often characterized by a small genome, only

coding for a few proteins. High mutation rates in these
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genomes allow to adapt to changing environments and to

escape the defense mechanisms of the host cell. Again,

structural flexibility presents a functional advantage in

terms of binding promiscuity, as well as a high tolerance to

mutations.

During recent years, NMR spectroscopy has become the

technique of choice to obtain atomic-resolution information

for IDPs, and to extract useful information on the structural

ensemble that the IDP forms in solution. In particular, NMR

allows the identification of peptide regions with increased

propensity to form a-helical or extended (b-strand) struc-

tures that often play a role in molecular recognition events, or

the characterization of transient long-range interactions.

Furthermore, NMR is a powerful technique to characterize

binding events in terms of interaction surfaces, and to study

eventual conformational transitions of the IDP upon binding

to its partner(s). The rapid interconversion between the large

number of conformations sampled by the ensemble typically

results in a single set of sharp NMR signals. However, as a

consequence of the lack of a stable structure, NMR spectra of

IDPs are characterized by low chemical shift dispersion as

compared to well-structured globular proteins, which makes

NMR studies of large IDPs a challenging task. In addition,

fast solvent exchange of the solvent-exposed labile protons

with water protons may result in extensive line broadening of

amide proton resonances. Therefore, amide 1H-detected

NMR experiments often need to be performed at lower than

ambient sample temperature to slow down hydrogen

exchange. Alternatively, Ha-detected (Mantylahti et al.

2010) or 13C-detected experiments (Felli and Brutscher

2009; Csizmok et al. 2008; Bermel et al. 2012) can be used to

circumvent the problem of unobservable amide proton res-

onances. However, Ha-detected experiments require protein

samples in deuterated solvents, while 13C-detected experi-

ments suffer from reduced sensitivity due to the lower

gyromagnetic ratio of 13C with respect to 1H. Other concerns

for NMR studies of IDPs are often limited sample stability,

low sample concentrations to avoid protein aggregation, and

substantial peak intensity heterogeneities in the NMR

spectra. Therefore, sensitive NMR pulse schemes are

required to detect correlation peaks also for the sites with the

lowest signal intensity; high dimensional (C3D) NMR

experiments with long acquisition times in all dimensions are

needed in order to resolve overlapping correlation peaks; and

last but not least fast acquisition techniques are mandatory to

enable multidimensional data acquisition in a reasonable

amount of time.

Herein, we present BEST-TROSY pulse sequences that

yield the required sensitivity and spectral resolution for time-

efficient sequential resonance assignment of large IDPs from

a set of typically four 3D correlation spectra. These experi-

ments are particularly attractive for NMR studies performed

at high magnetic field strengths. Compared to other 1H-

detected pulse schemes, BEST-TROSY experiments pro-

vide significant advantages in terms of experimental sensi-

tivity and spectral resolution as demonstrated for two IDPs of

about 270 residues in length, the C-terminal part of the NS5A

protein from hepatitis C virus (268 residues including tag)

that acts as a multifunctional regulator of cellular pathways,

and the chicken BASP1 protein (270 residues including tag)

involved in transcription regulation.

Materials and methods

NMR measurements were performed on an Agilent

VNMRS 800 MHz spectrometer at 278 K equipped with a

cryogenically cooled triple-resonance (HCN) probe, and

pulsed z-field gradients.

The presented pulse sequences were tested on two NMR

samples: the first contains 0.12 mM [U–13C, U–15N] enri-

ched NS5A (Non-Structural Protein 5A, residues 191–447

plus an 11-residues tag remaining after cleavage of a His

tag) from hepatitis C virus in 50 mM potassium phosphate

buffer (pH 6.5), 20 mM NaCl, 2 mM b-mercaptoethanol

and 5 % (v/v) D2O, the second sample contains 0.6 mM

[U–13C, U–15N] chicken BASP1 (Brain Acid-Soluble

Protein 1, 244 residues) in 20 mM citrate buffer (pH 2.0),

0.2 % NaN3 and 10 % (v/v) D2O. The BASP1 construct

includes a 26-residue cleavable His tag.

To characterize the conformational dynamics of the two

proteins, 15N relaxation experiments (T1, T2, HETNOE)

were performed using standard pulse sequences (Farrow

et al. 1994). The relaxation curves were fitted onto the

extracted peak intensities from the subspectra measured

with 10 relaxation delays, ranging from 0.01 to 1.6 s in the

case of T1 and from 0.01 to 0.25 s for T2.

Proton T1 relaxation time constants were measured by

inversion recovery experiments, with amide selective

inversion, water-flip-back (WFB) and non-selective inver-

sion using the pulse sequence elements of Figure S1. The

spectra were recorded with 10 relaxation delays ranging from

0 to 1.4 s in the non-selective and WFB case and 0–0.9 s in

the amide selective case. All relaxation curves were fitted to a

mono-exponential function using a Python program.

3D HNcoCACB, iHNCACB, hNcocaNH, and hnCO-

caNH correlation spectra (Fig. 3) were recorded for NMR

assignment of NS5A with the recycle delay set to

Trec = 0.15 s, the acquisition time to 70 ms with 4 scans per

(t1, t2) increment. In the 15N dimension, 150 complex points

were acquired for a spectral width of 2,000 Hz resulting in a

maximal evolution time of tmax
2 = 75 ms. The number of

recorded data points (spectral widths) for the other indirect

dimensions are: 110 (10,000 Hz) for CACB, 100 (2,000 Hz)

for N, and 90 (2,000 Hz) for CO, resulting in total data

acquisition times of about 20 h per experiment.
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Results and discussion

Amide 1H-detected BEST-TROSY pulse schemes provide

increased sensitivity and spectral resolution, while allow-

ing for short overall experimental times, by exploiting

three complementary effects: (i) The selective manipula-

tion of amide 1H by means of band-selective radio-fre-

quency (RF) pulses enhances longitudinal 1H relaxation

(Pervushin et al. 2002; Schanda 2009), and thus provides

higher sensitivity due to an increased 1H steady-state

polarization (BEST principle) (Schanda et al. 2006). (ii)

Single-transition spin-state selection results in favorable

relaxation properties for 1H and 15N due to CSA-dipolar

cross-correlation (TROSY principle) (Pervushin et al.

1997). (iii) BEST-TROSY contains a build-in module for

the conversion of (undetected) 1H polarization that builds

up during the pulse sequence due to spin relaxation, into

enhanced 15N polarization that contributes to the detected

signal in the subsequent scan. The efficiency of this 15N

polarization enhancement mechanism depends on the lon-

gitudinal relaxation times (T1) of both 1H and 15N, with the

highest gains obtained for short 1H T1 and long 15N T1

(Favier and Brutscher 2011).

3D BEST-TROSY HNC correlation experiments

So far, BEST-TROSY (BT) techniques have been success-

fully applied to the study of globular proteins (Favier and

Brutscher 2011) and nucleic acids (Farjon et al. 2009), but

not yet to long, highly disordered polypeptides which is the

subject of the present report. In order to illustrate the per-

formance of BEST-TROSY for large IDPs we have chosen

two proteins (or protein fragments), NS5A and BASP1 that

are similar in size (*270 residues), but differ in their amino-

acid-type composition and their structural compactness,

resulting in different NMR properties (chemical shift dis-

persion, relaxation times, …) as shown in Figs. 1 and 5c. In

particular, the structural dynamics in the BASP1 protein are

quite uniform along the polypeptide chain, while NS5A

shows a more heterogeneous behavior with several peptide

regions that are characterized by increased local tumbling

correlation times (sc) and higher local order (larger HET-

NOE values). The 2D 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation

spectra shown in Fig. 1 for NS5A (left) and BASP1 (right)

show a large number of resolved resonances (especially for

NS5A) despite the intrinsically low frequency dispersion.

This high resolution can be maintained in 3D H–N–C cor-

relation spectra, required for NMR assignment, by using

semi-constant-time (semi-CT) editing (Grzesiek and Bax

1993) in the 15N dimension allowing for long maximal

evolution times. A series of such BT-optimized triple-reso-

nance pulse sequences is displayed in Fig. 2. We used these

experiments for the assignment of NS5A, the BASP1 protein

had been assigned previously by other means. These exper-

iments correlate the backbone amide 1H and 15N either with

the 13CA, 13CB, 13CO, or 15N of the same (intra-residue

correlation) or a sequentially adjacent residue (sequential

correlation). A 2-step phase cycle is sufficient to obtain

artifact-free correlation spectra. As discussed in more detail

below, BT-optimization results in accelerated longitudinal

relaxation of amide protons, yielding significantly reduced

inter-scan delays required for optimal sensitivity, thus

enhancing the overall sensitivity and reducing the total

experimental time. As a consequence, even for large IDPs

such as NS5A or BASP1 high-resolution 3D data sets can be

recorded in only a few hours using a regular uniform sam-

pling grid and Fourier-transform (FT) processing. Example

strip extracted from NS5A spectra are shown in Fig. 3.

Particularly useful for sequential resonance assignment

of large IDPs are the 3D hNcocaNH (Fig. 3a) and 3D

hnCOcaNH (Fig. 3b) spectra that allow building sequential

connectivities on the basis of backbone 15N and 13CO

chemical shifts, characterized by a higher chemical shift

dispersion than 13CA or 13CB in highly flexible proteins

(Panchal et al. 2001, Kumar et al. 2010). Note that in these

experiments the signal originating from 15N polarization

only enhances the ‘‘out-and-back’’ coherence transfer

pathways resulting in the diagonal peaks.

BEST versus conventional techniques

In the following we will discuss the advantages of BEST-

TROSY techniques (Fig. 2) with respect to alternative

conventional pulse schemes. Longitudinal 1H relaxation

Fig. 1 2D 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation spectra of

NS5A(191–447) (left) and BASP1 (right)
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enhancement as achieved by BEST-type sequences

exploits the fact that unperturbed proton spins that are

coupled to the excited amide protons either by dipolar

interactions with other aliphatic or aromatic protons, or

chemical exchange with water protons take up some of the

energy put into the spin system, thus accelerating spin–

lattice (longitudinal) relaxation. While NS5A was studied

at pH 6.5, for the BASP1 sample the pH was adjusted to

two in order to investigate the relative contributions of
1H–1H dipolar interactions and amide-solvent 1H exchange

(rendered inefficient at low pH) on longitudinal relaxation

enhancement. In order to quantify these effects for the two

IDPs studied here, we have performed inversion-recovery

experiments using three different inversion pulse schemes

to simulate the proton relaxation behavior encountered in

different types of experiments: (A) selective inversion of

amide protons (BEST-type experiments), (B) inversion of

all but water protons (water-flip-back (WFB) experiments),

(C) inversion of the entire proton spectrum (conventional

non-selective experiments). The inversion sequence is

followed by a variable relaxation delay and a 1H-15N

BEST-HSQC sequence for readout of the 1H polarization

Fig. 2 BEST-TROSY sequences: (a?c) HNCO or HNCA, (a?d)

HNcoCA, (a?e) HNcoCACB or HNcocaCB, (a?f) HNCACB or

HNcaCB, (b?c) iHNCA, (b?f) iHNCACB, (g) hNcocaNH and

hnCOcaNH. Filled and open pulse symbols indicate 90� and 180� rf

pulses. Unless indicated, all pulses are applied with phase x. All

selective 1H pulses are centered at 8.5 ppm, covering a bandwidth of

3.5 ppm, with the following shapes: [1] REBURP (Geen and Freeman

1991), [2] PC9 (Kupce and Freeman 1994) and [3] E-BURP2 (Geen

and Freeman 1991). A star indicates a flip-back pulse obtained by

time inversion of the excitation pulse shape. Open squares on 1H

indicate BIP-720-50-20 broadband inversion pulses (Smith et al.

2001). CO pulses have the shape of the center lobe of a sinx/x

function, whereas CA and CA/CB pulses are applied with a

rectangular shape and zero excitation at the CO frequency. The

transfer delays common to all BEST-TROSY sequences are adjusted

to s1 ¼ 1n 4JNHð Þ � 0:5d1 � 0:5d2, s2 ¼ 1n 4JNHð Þ � 0:5d1 � kd3,

s3 ¼ 1n 4JNHð Þ with 1n 4JNHð Þ �2.7 ms, s4 ¼ 1n 2JNHð Þ, t2a = T-t2/

2 ? t2b, and t2b = 0. The delays d1, d2, and d3 correspond to the

lengths of the REBURP, PC9, and E-BURP2 pulses, respectively, and

the parameter k � 0:7 can be fine-tuned to equilibrate the transfer

amplitudes of the different coherence transfer pathways (Clean-

TROSY) for optimal suppression of the unwanted quadruplet

components in the spectrum (Schulte-Herbruggen and Sorensen

2000). For semi-CT 15N editing, the delay t2b is incremented

together with t2 using the following time increment: Dt2b = (t2
max/2-

T)/N2 with N2 the number of total increments in the t2 dimension. The

additional delays are set to a T = 15 ms; b T = 17.5 ms;

e = 0.5 ms; D1 = 4.5 ms; d D1 = 4.5 ms; e and f D1 = 4.5 ms,

D2 = 3.5 ms (for HNcoCACB) and D2 = 7 ms (for HNcocaCB);

g T1 = 15 ms; T2 = 13.5 ms; D1 = 4.5 ms; t1a = T-t1/2 ? t1b;

t1b = 0; t1a’ = D1-t’1/2 ? t1b’; t1b’ = 0. For semi-CT 15N (13CO)

editing, the delay t1b (t1b’) is incremented together with t1 (t1
0) using

the following time increment: Dt1b = (t1
max/2-T)/N1 (Dt1b = (t1

max/2-

D1)/N1) with N1 the number of total increments in the t1 dimension.

Pulsed field gradients G1–G8 are applied along the z-axis (PFGz) with

durations of 200 ls to 2 ms and field strengths ranging from 5 to 40

G/cm. The 2-step phase cycling is: u1 = -x, x; u2 = -y u3 = -x;

u4 = x, x; u5 = y; urec = -x, x. The relative durations of G7 and G8

are given by the gyromagnetic ratios G7/G8 = cH/cN. Quadrature

detection in t1 is obtained by time-proportional phase incrementation

of u1 (and u5) according to TPPI-States. For quadrature detection in

t2, echo-antiecho data are recorded by inverting the sign of gradient

G8 together with phases u2 and u3. All pulse sequences (in Agilent

pulse program language) are available from the authors upon request

b

Fig. 3 Sequential resonance assignment of the NS5A segment

364-368 based on a 3D hNcocaNH, b 3D hnCOcaNH, and c 3D

HNcoCACB and iHNCACB spectra. In a and b 2 correlation peaks of

opposite sign (except if Gly residues are involved) are detected per

amide group, one corresponding to the intra-residue, one to a

sequential correlation. In c two spectra, each containing only intra-

residue or sequential correlations, are superposed on the same graph

J Biomol NMR (2013) 55:311–321 315
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(see Figure S1). The measured 1H T1 values are displayed

in Fig. 4a as a function of the protein sequences of NS5A

and BASP1, respectively. The average 1H T1 values mea-

sured for the two proteins are 0.92 ± 0.11 s (NS5A) and

0.91 ± 0.08 s (BASP1) for the non-selective inversion

(black bars), 0.70 ± 0.15 s (NS5A) and 0.89 ± 0.07 s

(BASP1) for the WFB situation (green bars), and

0.21 ± 0.06 s (NS5A) and 0.31 ± 0.06 s (BASP1) for the

amide-selective (BEST-type) experiment (red bars). The

measured relaxation times are quite uniform along the

peptide sequence for the different experimental scenarios,

with local differences mainly reflecting the variation in

local structure (water accessibility and effective tumbling

correlation time). The first interesting conclusion from

these measurements is that for both proteins the non-

selective 1H T1 of about 900 ms is reduced to 200–300 ms

in BEST-type experiments. A second observation is that for

both proteins the major relaxation enhancement mecha-

nisms are dipolar interactions of the amide proton with

surrounding protons, rather than chemical exchange with

water protons. This conclusion, however, may be different

for samples studied at higher pH and higher temperature.

Finally, a third conclusion from these data is that longitu-

dinal relaxation enhancement is more efficient for NS5A

than for BASP1. This is mainly explained by the more

compact conformers in the structural ensemble of NS5A

resulting in more efficient proton–proton spin diffusion

within the molecule, and some additional contribution from

hydrogen-exchange mediated polarization transfer in

NS5A.

The average 1H T1 values can be used to compute the

expected signal-to-noise ratio per unit time (SNRUT) as a

function of the recycle delay (Trec) between scans

according to the analytical relation.

SNRUT ¼ 1� exp �Trec=T1ð Þð Þ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Tscan

p
: ð1Þ

Note that Trec includes the data acquisition time, and that

Tscan = Trec ? Tseq with the sequence length arbitrarily set

to Tseq = 100 ms. The resulting sensitivity curves for

NS5A and BASP1, shown in Fig. 4b, indicate sensitivity

gains for BEST-type optimized sequences of about a factor

of 2 with the maximal sensitivity obtained for a recycle

delay Trec & 1.25 T1.

BEST-TROSY versus BEST-HSQC

Having shown in the previous paragraph that BEST

sequences provide a sensitivity (and time) advantage with

respect to non-selective or WFB 1H-15N correlation

experiments, we now want to address the question how

Fig. 4 Backbone amide 1H T1 relaxation time constants measured for

NS5A (left) and BASP1 (right) are shown in a as function of the

peptide sequence. The residue numbering corresponds to the real

protein sequence, and the values measured for the tag-residues are not

shown. Relaxation rates were measured by inversion-recovery using

different inversion sequences (see Figure S1): non-selective 1H

inversion (black bars), water-flip-back 1H inversion (green bars), and

selective amide 1H inversion (red bars). In b the expected average

signal-to noise-ratio (SNR) per unit time (UT) has been computed

from equation [1] as a function of the inter-scan delay (Trec) for the

three experimental scenarios: non-selective (black), water-flip-back

(green), and amide-selective (red) BEST-type pulse sequences. The

residue numbering corresponds to the real protein sequence; values

measured for the tag-residues are not shown
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BEST-TROSY (BT) compares to BEST-HSQC (BH)

sequences. In order to do so, we have recorded 2D HNco

planes of both proteins using either BEST-TROSY (Fig. 2a,

c) or BEST-HSQC (Lescop et al. 2007) versions of the

experiment. Except for the pulse sequence, all other

acquisition and processing parameters were chosen identi-

cal. As can be appreciated from the spectra shown in

Fig. 5a, the BEST-TROSY-optimized sequence yields

higher spectral resolution due to the narrower single-tran-

sition line widths, and the signal contributed from 15N

polarization. Actually, as the 15N labeling period t2
becomes longer, more 1H polarization builds up as a con-

sequence of longitudinal spin relaxation during t2, that is

converted into enhanced 15N polarization by the final

coherence transfer step (Favier and Brutscher, 2011). Fur-

thermore, also the peak intensities are increased in the

BEST-TROSY spectra, on average by 80 % for NS5A and

by 20 % for BASP1 despite an intrinsic factor-of-2 signal

loss due to the single-transition selection. This signal

enhancement reaches a factor of 3 (NS5A) and 1.6 (BASP1)

for individual residues (Fig. 5b). Note however, that despite

this overall increase in signal intensity, some residues in

BASP1 have a reduced intensity in BEST-TROSY with

respect to BEST-HSQC spectra. The differences observed

for the two proteins are most likely ascribed to the shorter
1H T1 and longer 15N T1 values in NS5A, resulting in

increased 15N polarization enhancement, as well as more

efficient CSA-dipolar cross-correlation (TROSY line nar-

rowing effect) due to a more compact average structure in

the N-terminal half of the NS5A protein (Feuerstein et al.

2012b). The highest intensity gains observed correlate well

with regions of increased structural rigidity, as revealed by

the larger sc and HETNOE values (Fig. 5c). Finally, BEST-

TROSY also leads to a more uniform intensity distribution

in the NMR spectra of these IDPs, as the weakest NMR

signals become enhanced most (Fig. 5d).

Proline-selective 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation

experiments

A specific feature of IDPs is that they often have repetitive

sequence parts, and that they are rich in proline (Pro)

residues (Tompa 2002). Because Pro residues are break

points in the sequential assignment walk, this presents an

additional complication for sequence-specific resonance

assignment of IDPs. Therefore, NMR tools that allow

identifying Pro-neighboring residues are of particular

interest for IDP resonance assignment. Such information

can be either obtained by 3D HNCAN-type pulse sequen-

ces (Lohr et al. 2000) that allow coherence transfer across

Pro residues, or by Pro-edited 2D 1H–15N correlation

experiments (Schubert et al. 2000) that exploit the partic-

ular spin-coupling topology of the Pro-side-chain to

selectively detect coherence-transfer pathways from resi-

dues preceding or following Pro.

Here we present new pulse sequences for recording Pro-

edited 2D 1H–15N correlation spectra that are of the BEST-

TROSY type and therefore benefit from all the advantages

discussed in the previous paragraphs. The Pro-HNcocan

experiment selectively detects 1H–15N correlations of resi-

dues following a proline in the peptide sequence, while the

Pro-iHNcan is selective to residues preceding a proline. The

pulse sequences are obtained by inserting the pulse sequence

element depicted in Fig. 6a into either the BT-HNCO(X)

building block of Fig. 2a (Pro-HNcocan) or the BT-iHN-

CA(X) building block of Fig. 2b (Pro-iHNcan)—see also

Figure S2 of the Supporting Information. The experiments

exploit the fact that the 15N chemical shift range of Pro in

IDPs is well separated from all other amino-acid types

(Fig. 6b). This makes it possible to selectively dephase Ca

coherence during a constant-time delay T with respect to

either the one-bond (Pro-HNcocan) or two-bond (Pro-iHN-

can) JCAN coupling, similar to a technique presented recently

for the selective detection of phsophoserine and phospho-

threonine residues (McIntosh et al. 2009). Two experiments

need to be performed either with (transfer experiment) or

without (reference experiment) application of the Pro-selec-

tive 15N shaped pulse. In the transfer experiment the 13C–15N

coupling evolution is active during the constant time delay T

while in the reference experiment, coupling evolution is

refocused. Subtraction of the 2 data sets (difference spectrum)

then yields the desired Pro-selective 1H–15N correlation

maps. The relative sensitivity of these experiments with

respect to either HNcoca or iHNca experiments can be esti-

mated by computing the transfer amplitude.

TApro ¼ 0:5 1� cos pJNCATð Þð Þ cos pJCCTð Þ exp �T=T2ð Þ;
ð2Þ

with T2 the transverse relaxation time constant of the Ca

coherence present during the time T, Jcc ¼� 35 Hz the

one-bond Ca–Cb coupling constant, and the factor 0.5

accounting for the sensitivity loss induced by difference

spectroscopy. In Fig. 6c, the computed transfer amplitudes

are plotted as a function of the delay T for the two

experiments assuming relaxation time constants T2 in the

range from 30 to 100 ms as typical for highly flexible

proteins. For both experiments, highest sensitivity (largest

transfer amplitude) is obtained for T values of about 58 ms,

with the overall sensitivity about a factor of 2 higher in the

Pro-HNcocan with respect to Pro-iHNcan experiment

which is explained by the larger one-bond 13C-15N cou-

pling 12 Hz active in Pro-HNcocan with respect to the

smaller two-bond coupling JNCA � 7 Hz that is active in

Pro-iHNcan. Pro-HNcocan and Pro-iHNcan spectra of

BASP1, recorded in 15 min and 30 min, respectively, are

J Biomol NMR (2013) 55:311–321 317
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Fig. 5 Experimental comparison of the performance of BEST-HSQC

(BH) and BEST-TROSY (BT)—type HNC correlation experiments for

the two IDPs NS5A (left) and BASP1 (right). Extracts from 2D BT-

HNco and BH-HNco spectra recorded with identical experimental

parameters (except for the pulse sequence) are shown in a. For NS5A

the BH-HNco spectrum was scaled by a factor 1.7 to obtain similar peak
intensities for a better appreciation of the differences in spectral

resolution in the two spectra. The peak intensity ratios (BT over BH)

measured for the two proteins are plotted in b as a function of the

peptide sequence. c 15N relaxation data of NS5A(191–447) (left) and

BASP1 (right). Local tumbling correlation times (sc) were obtained from

the measured 15N T1 and T2 relaxation time constants by computing the

following expression sc ffi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

6 T1=T2 � 7ð Þ
p

�

4pmNð Þ. d Same data as

shown in b, but here the intensity gain (BT/BH) is plotted as a function

of the peak intensity measured in the BEST-HSQC spectrum, in order to

illustrate that highest signal enhancement is obtained for the weakest

peaks leading to a more uniform spectral intensity distribution
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Fig. 6 Pro-selective 1H–15N spin-echo difference experiments. The

pulse sequence element shown in a can be inserted into the BEST-

TROSY sequence of Fig. 2a or 2b to obtain the pulse sequence of Pro-

HNcocan or Pro-iHNcan, respectively. Pro-selective correlation spectra

are obtained by subtracting two data sets recorded with and without the

Pro 15N refocusing pulse, centered at 138 ppm and covering a band

width of 7 ppm (corresponding to a pulse length of 8.6 ms at 80 MHz).

Use of a REBURP pulse shape (Geen and Freeman 1991) for Pro 15N

refocusing, makes sure that Ca–N coupling evolution remains active

during the entire delay T (Lescop et al. 2010), thus ensuring optimal

sensitivity. b 15N chemical shift statistics of IDPs obtained from 14

data sets (1,562 chemical shifts) deposited with the BMRB for non-Pro

residues (black), and 6 data sets (79 chemical shifts) for Pro residues

(red), including NS5A and BASP1. c Transfer amplitudes (TAPro)

computed as a function of the filter delay (T) using equation [2]

assuming different relaxation time constants: T2 = 100 ms (black),

60 ms (red) and 30 ms (green). Highest transfer efficiency is obtained

for a filter delay T ffi 58 ms. (d) Pro-HNcocan (left) and Pro-iHNcan

(right) spectra recorded for BASP1 at 25 �C in 15 min and 30 min,

respectively. All residues adjacent to prolines can be identified

unambiguously from these spectra. Peaks are annotated by the residue

number (and amino-acid type) of the detected amide 1H–15N correla-

tions. An annotation ‘X’ refers to residues within the N-terminal His-

tag extension of the BASP1 protein
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displayed in Fig. 6d. All residues preceding or following Pro

can be unambiguously identified from these spectra pro-

viding valuable starting points for the assignment of this

270-residue IDP. The corresponding spectra recorded for

NS5A are shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information.

Recently we have introduced HADAMAC (Lescop et al.

2008), a sensitive NMR technique that allows distinguishing

between seven different classes of amino-acid types from a

set of amino-acid-type-edited 2D 1H–15N correlation spec-

tra. HADAMAC is particularly useful for sequential reso-

nance assignment of IDPs (Feuerstein et al. 2012a), but Pro

residues cannot be distinguished from Arg, Glu, Lys, Gln,

Met, and Leu residues, because they all fall within the so-

called ‘rest’ class, and are detected in the same 2D spectrum.

Thus, the Pro-edited 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation

experiments introduced here, nicely complement HADA-

MAC for efficient amino-acid-type discrimination in IDPs.

In summary, we have proposed a set of sensitivity- and

resolution-enhanced correlation experiments for sequential

resonance assignment of highly flexible protein systems

such as IDPs. We have demonstrated the performance of

these BEST-TROSY experiments for two IDPs of *270

residues in length. Short inter-scan delays of about 200 ms

provide high sensitivity and allow to perform 3D data

acquisition with long maximal evolution times in indirect

dimensions (especially 15N) in a total experimental time of

only a few hours. If the resolution in 3D spectral space is

not sufficient, the proposed experiments can be easily

extended to 4D versions by additionally editing the

chemical shifts of 13CO that is involved in the coherence

transfer pathways of all sequential and intra-residue cor-

relation experiments. In addition, Pro-edited 2D 1H-15N

correlation experiments have been introduced that provide

complementary amino-acid-type information for resonance

assignment of IDPs.
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